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In this article, I'm going to talk about the 5 hidden secrets in Facebook Ads

Manager every eCommerce business should know. It'll probably come as no

surprise that many of these points are simple fixes, even trivial in some cases.

However, the point is to raise awareness of the best practices in the hope that

we can learn something new.

So let's get started.

OPTIMISE FOR
CONVERSIONS, NOT LINK
CLICKS.

I've lost count of the times I have conducted an account audit only to find that

40% of the budget has gone towards a link clicks campaign. Facebook has

many available objectives. If your goal is the sale, then optimise for that

objective (or as close to it as possible).

For example, let's say I'm an apparel brand who wants to increase its revenue

for the month. The only logical objective for me is to optimise for purchase. If

you optimise for link clicks, that is what Facebook will deliver.



INCREASING THE CAMPAIGN
BUDGET X10 WON'T SCALE
YOUR REVENUE.

Increasing your budget X10 will only increase your ad spend. In fact, in some

cases, it can have a detrimental effect on your campaigns. The secret here is

to:

1. Set a larger budget, to begin with, and scale down if needed.

2. Scale Horizontally

Scaling horizontal allows you to increase your budget without tinkering with

the learning phase of a campaign. By creating more granular audiences and

increasing the number of campaigns, you'll be able to double your ad spend.

For example, I have two campaigns spending £2,000 in total. One is targeting a

cold audience, and the other targeting adds to carts in the last 30 days. I want

to increase my budget by 100%. So instead of changing the budget from

£2,000 to £4,000, I create two new campaigns targeting engagers and web

visitors. I have now doubled my ad spend without changing the learning phase.



GOOD CREATIVE IS
EVERYTHING

You'd be surprised by the number of brands who forget that there is an end-

user to their ads. Many advertisers get lost in the technical aspects of ads

manager and treat it like a trading platform. And while the technical aspect of

targeting is essential, it's nothing without the right offer and visuals. Those who

take the most time with their creatives will inevitably come out with a better,

'quality ranking score'. Facebook will look for key quality indicators such as

post engagement, relevance and click-through rate.

If you're still using old image formats and your photos are poor quality, then

what chance do you have competing with the like of Gucci?

BROAD AUDIENCE
TARGETING WORKS

Yes, that's right. If you have a large budget and sell commonly used products,

then there is no reason why you can't target a whole city successfully.

Many advertisers underestimate Facebooks ability to find your audience. If

there are 1million buyers in a location of 12 million, then Facebook will find

them, which leads me to my final point.



YOUR AUDIENCE SIZE IS NOT
THE ACTUAL SIZE.

When you create an audience, and the audience pool is 10 million, do not take

it literally. Within each audience, there are sections dedicated to different

objectives. So if you optimise for purchase, imagine your audience shrinking

from 10 million to 2 million.

Facebook is only going to show ads to those they think are most likely to buy.

When that audience runs out, your ads will stop delivering.

IN CONCLUSION

Facebook is a powerful tool with great targeting options. When you start to

understand the logic behind the madness, you can begin to use the platform to

your advantage. Facebook is always changing, so what applies today, may not

apply tomorrow. But if you remain ahead of the curve, you'll always be ahead of

your competition.

If you're an online retail brand spending more than £5,000 per month and you want to get more

for your ad spend or scale your business, then please get in touch with myself or a member of

my team.
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